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“Zwang” is a German word that does not translate easily into English. Its meanings are 
multifold. In the context of studio practices the philosophical aspects of Zwang—the 
necessitation to act in a certain pre-circumscribed way—are of great interest. The word oscillates 
between “innerer” and “äusserer Zwang,” a controlling influence coming from the outside vs. a 
powerful inner need to act in a specific, predetermined way.  

This multivalent concept of Zwang was the guiding principle for the selection of works brought 
together in this show. All of them combine components of restriction and strength while adding 
an abstract element of play. Yet while we usually think of restriction and strength as opposing 
forces, the artists here have each developed specific processes in which force and constraint 
intertwine. The resulting artistic languages guide them on an often unpredictable path to new 
forms of constructed fiction. The artist’s studio becomes a place that might be best described 
with the German phrase “wo sich Fuchs und Hase ‘gute Nacht’ sagen” (where fox and hare say 
‘goodnight’ to one another)—i.e. the middle of nowhere.  

To create his ‘laundered’ paintings, Lucas Ajemian obtains works from fellow artists which he 
then soaks and bathes in his neighborhood laundromat. The result is an erosive surprise used as 
the basis for further changes and edits. Interacting with the original artists’ creative decisions (a 
perfect example of “äusserer Zwang”), Ajemian ultimately makes the paintings—through formal 
shifts of composition and intention—fully his own. 

The act of caring for a baby is a codified form of mark-making for Sarah Irvin. In a series titled 
Rocking Chair, Irvin attaches pieces of graphite to the underside of her rocking chair so that the 
chair’s movement then leaves marks on a piece of paper connected to a stationary base. Anyone 
who used the rocking chair during the first year of the child’s life therefore participated in the 
creation of the works.  

Through bursts of delicate Instagram collages Dan Hougland utilizes a rapid platform to mark 
time and repurpose banal or stressful imagery into soothing repetition. His quiet sense of humor 
brings weight to an otherwise unexperienced moment.  

Both thoroughly refined and painstakingly composed, Anne Vieux’s canvases employ the 
ephemeral nature of holographs to unravel and hypnotize the viewer. The folding of her 
luminescent imagery is balanced by implications of material surfaces, composing both deep 
perspectives and flattened surfaces at the same time.  

Through process-oriented practices the selected artists all incorporate the best aspects of Zwang 
to create novel works that transcend trend. Feeling both informed and fresh, they deploy a wide 
variety of predetermined practices. Each artist thereby utilizes Zwang to unveil and share secret 
moments that otherwise might have been missed.  
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